Dear Colleagues,

For more than two months now, the Union has been communicating with you through weekly broadcasts but also through its social networks.

But are you familiar with all of your Union’s social networks? If in doubt, here is a quick overview of its networks:

Let’s start with the best known social network, the one that has revolutionized our daily lives: Facebook ...

The Staff Union’s page is regularly updated by relaying official information but also to share with its members more informal moments during cocktails or events. So please don’t hesitate to subscribe to the Staff Union’s Facebook page because this page is, above all, your page as a member of the Union: https://www.facebook.com/StaffUnion/

Then comes his brother: Twitter. More incisive but just as practical for quick dialogue. It was particularly useful during the 2018 strike, the beginning of the Staff Union's centenary and recently the May Day celebrations. Please see: https://twitter.com/ILOUnionPres

More recently, we have boosted our Youtube channel. So please come and discover our videos. And by subscribing, you can also follow our next adventure in real time at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCN6Pk_2Xsf-hv4J-Sn9kuGA

Before social networking, there was the carrier pigeon, the postman, and the newspaper... We’ve gone green in the Staff Union, so we retired our carrier pigeon, released our cavalry and planted trees ...

The UNION blog is born! Acquaint yourself with this new technology and come visit the new UNION: http://unionmag.ilostaffunion.org